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FOREWORD

THE TENDENCY of the department store is toward specialization.
You are specializing on department management.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY for success as a department manager depends
upon an understanding of the store's policies and its place
in the distributing field in this community, as well as upon
the cooperation you give and get.

THIS MANUAL is not a complete work. It will, however, give
you a better understanding of these policies. Learn what you
can from the manual and add to it what you have learned from
experience and observation.

REMEMBER that success does not come from knowledge alone. It

comes from:

Knowing what can and should be done.
Wanting to do it.

Doing it well.
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SALES PLANNING "BE READY"

WHEN YOU BUY MERCHANDISE YOU GET THREE THINGS

The merchandise itself

The responsibility of profitably selling the goods bought

The enthusiasm that the arrival of new goods creates

SALES VOLUME COMES FROM REGULAR TRADE AND SPECIAL SELLING EVENTS

REGULAR TRADE

Merchandising Policy

Good assortments, styles and kinds of merchandise
Dependable quality
Reasonable pricing
Good service:

Directing
Selling
Delivery
Adjustment of complaints

Publicity

Effective advertising and display

Store Morale

Enthusiasm
Confidence
Patience
Courtesy
Efficiency
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SALES PLANNING

SPECIAL SELLING EVENTS - PLAN DEFINITELY AND WELL IN ADVANCE

Merchandise

Select carefully with respect to quality,

assortment and price
Get delivery assured

Display

In department : Arrange display to look

"stocky" and for convenience in selling

In windows: Book window space early

and have merchandise for display ready

on time
Strategic places: Discuss with superintendent

when displays would be effective addition

to own department and windows

Signs

In window: General on merchandise PLAN TWO WEEKS

In store: At points of traffic BEFORE NEEDED

In department: General on merchandise
Outside store

Advertising

Newspapers: Prepare copy early

Circulars: Discuss two weeks previous
to event

Stuffers: Discuss two weeks previous
to event

Illustrations: Send samples to advertising office
ten days previous to event

Help

Brief outlines of all plans for special sales

should be written out and filed with the superin-

tendent's office in order that necessary arrange-
ments for special help may be made and cooperation

assured.
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SELLING ORGANIZATION

QUALIFICATIONS

Appearance

English

Knowledge

Courtesy

Tact

Judgment

Pleasingly yet appropriately dressed

Correct and easily understood

Of stock and store

Toward customer and co-worker

With everyone

Knowing what is right and doing it

RULES - INSIST UPON THEIR OBSERVANCE

Consider customers first

Avoid undue familiarity

Know your stock

Know what is advertised each day

Report absences

Leave department on pass only

Wrap properly - don't waste supplies

Give special attention to patrons having complaints
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TURNOVER AND ASSORTING OF MERCHANDISE PURCHASED.

PROPER ASSORTING OF AN OPENING STOCK OF MERCHANDISE CAN BE

ACCOMPLISHED. KEEPING IT ASSORTED IS A MORE DIFFICULT JOB.

IN ORDER TO DO THIS, YOU MUST HAVE:

Analysis of items suitable and available
Analysis of sources of supply
"Model Stock" charts to make sure that

The most needed items are included and that slow-moving

items are not absorbing much of your average stock
appropriation

Careful records of goods on hand and on order
Constant study of customers' inquiry

ANALYSIS OF ITEMS SUITABLE AND AVAILABLE CAN BE MADE

By observing stocks of other stores
By interchange of information with other stores
By study of newspapers
In the market, from visits to manufacturers and wholesalers,

from resident buyers and from trade associations
From trade journals
From business libraries
From catalogues

ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF SUPPLY CAN BE MADE BY INQUIRY

From other stores
From resident buyers
From Chambers of Commerce, Boards of Trade and Trade Associations
From business libraries and directories

ANALYSIS OF ITEMS SUITABLE AND AVAILABLE should embrace all

the items you might carry

MODEL STOCK PLANS, Charts and records should embrace all the

fast-turning items you can carry. The only slow-moving items

that should be carried are those that are absolutely necessary
to trade building.
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TURNOVER AND ASSORTING OF MERCHANDISE PURCHASED

SPREAD YOUR APPROPRIATION TO COVER AS MANY FAST-TURNING ITEMS AS

POSSIBLE

YOU KNOW from experience about how long it takes to get a fresh
supply of a given item.

For instance, consider sheets and pillow cases. Rarely does it
require more than ten days. Therefore it is only necessary to
have a few in stock and by frequent ordering a high rate of
turnover is obtained. Also a larger assortment of other mer-
chandise can be carried because no great amount is invested in
sheets and pillow cases.

CAREFUL STOCK RECORDS of goods on hand and on order will disclose
how fast an item is selling. From this, you should determine
size and frequency of orders.

When records disclose that you use, in a year, 52 dozens of an
item and that fresh supplies can be obtained within a few days,
then it is better to buy one dozen each week and make out 52
orders during the year. It takes a little longer to merchandise
in this way but it is a short cut to success.

CUSTOMERS' INQUIRY may best be determined BY BEING ON THE FLOOR
in your department as much as you possibly can during the busy
shopping periods of the day.

Also, customers' wants should be conveyed to you BY FLOORMEN AND
SALESPEOPLE. WANT SLIPS or want books should be used but can
only be effective through close supervision on the part of the
department manager.
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TURNOVER AND ASSORTING OF MERCHANDISE PURCHASED

COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS MAKE FOR LARGE VOLUME

FREQUENT ORDERING IN SMALL QUANTITIES MAKES FOR SMALL STOCKS

LARGE VOLUME AND SMALL STOCKS MAKE SATISFACTORY TURNOVER

SATISFACTORY TURNOVER MEANS

Smaller capital requirement
Smaller interest charges
Cleaner stocks
Smaller insurance charges
Smaller stock room expense
Less shrinkage
Less markdowns

"MONEY IS MADE ON TURNOVERS AND LOST ON LEFTOVERS."
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FULL LINE PRICES

ONE METHOD that contributes to successful department operation is

"PRICE LINING." It is practicable in nearly all departments.

WHAT IS PRICE LINING? It is deciding upon and fixing those prices

at which there is greatest customers' demand and at which conse-

quently, the greatest number of sales are possible.

When stocks are divided into few rather than many price lines,

then larger assortments can be shown at each price.

Price lining requires "buying to a price" rather than random pric-
ing of promiscuous purchases.

LINE PRICES should be decided upon after careful analysis of

The store's plan of development
Customers' demand
Demand being created by other stores

Let us consider what the best line prices on dresses are now.

Exclusive shops and
department stores carrying 25 35 50 75 100

expensive merchandise

OUR STORE 10 15 18 25 35 50

Cheaper stores 5 10 15 18 25

WE PLAN to be a store catering to three classes. Their trade
should be gained about as follows:

From the popular mass of trade 70%
From the exclusive circle of trade 10%
From the cheaper class of trade 20%

It would seem obvious that the full line prices for us to adopt
would be $15, $18, $25 and $35, and that we should have at these
prices plenty of styles and a wide assortment of materials.

$15 should be the lowest-priced full line

$35 should be the highest-priced full line

$25 and $18 should be the best-selling full lines

THE PRINCIPLE INVOLVED IS THAT OF CENTERING INVESTMENT WHERE THERE
IS THE GREATEST POSSIBLE OUTLET.

CARRY ENOUGH HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE to assure our customers that

our styles are authoritative but devote most attention to the

prices most in demand.
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DATING AND DISCOUNT

DATING AND DISCOUNT are important factors in the purchase of
merchandise

.

Upon dating, more than any other one factor, depends CAPITAL
TURNOVER

.

STOCK TURNOVER is the relation of average retail stock to
yearly sales.

CAPITAL TURNOVER is the relation of average capital employed
to yearly sales.

DATING AND DISCOUNTS are sometimes discussed together. 8% ten
days is the usual discount term quoted on garments. We almost
always get 8/10 E.O.M. by suggesting it.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 8/10 and 8/10 E.O.M. averages 15 days.
15 days more average net dating on purchases of $3,000,000 in a
store getting 45 days net dating, 3 turnovers per year and 35%
markup, would have the same effect in its financing as the
addition of eighty thousand dollars to its capital.

WHEN NEGOTIATING datings and discounts, try to have these
factors elastic, viz:

USUAL DRY GOODS TERMS as 2/10/60X
ALWAYS STATE BOTH WAYS: 3/10 or 2/10/60 X

USUAL GARMENT TERMS as 8/10
AT LEAST GET 8/10 E.O.M.
Or BETTER STILL, GET 7/10/60 X

HAVE THE TERMS YOU ACCEPT CLEARLY STATED
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INITIAL MARK-UP

IN CONSIDERING THE RELATION OF GROSS TO NET PROFIT, WE SHOULD

HAVE IN MIND THAT THE INITIAL MARKED PRICE MUST BE SUFFICIENT

TO COVER THE FOLLOWING:

MERCHANDISING AND OPERATING COST

Cost of merchandise
Cost of transportation
Cost of market trips
Compensation of buyers

salesforce
non-selling staff

executives
Cost of advertising and display

rent, heat, light
delivery
general office
floormen
supplies
etc.

SHRINKAGE

Leakage through theft
Mark downs
Other shrinkage

NET PROFIT

Return on investment to shareholders
Bonuses to managers and executives
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INITIAL MARK-UP

PROFITS CANNOT BE MADE UNLESS INITIAL MARK-UP IS SUFFICIENT

ALTHOUGH MARKING GOODS "HIGH ENOUGH" is absolutely necessary,
still it is just as necessary to know what goods to mark lower
than others.

THE PUBLIC must have first consideration. They should not pay
for your mistakes. Should you make a poor buy, don't try to

pass it on at a regular profit to the consumer. Put a fair and
just price on every piece of merchandise you offer for sale.

You cannot and should not put the same percent of marked profit
on each item you mark.

STAPLE MERCHANDISE such as sheets, pillow cases, thread, laundry
soap, etc., is not so hazardous as style lines and therefore a

lower margin of profit is safe.

ON HAZARDOUS STYLE LINES and seasonable merchandise or goods that

are precious or fragile or tender, a greater margin of profit
is justifiable.

YOU SHOULD PERSONALLY KNOW that each lot of goods being marked
is priced correctly. The marking of merchandise is a science.
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MARK DOWNS

MARK DOWNS ARE OF THREE KINDS

Mark downs for special sales

Mark downs for depreciated value

Mark downs for price lining

INITIAL MARK-UP SHOWS THE POSSIBILITY OF PROFIT

MARK DOWNS INDICATE THE PROBABILITY OF PROFIT OR LOSS

NO MATTER HOW WELL-REGULATED your initial mark-up may be.

careful control of mark-downs is the factor that determines
whether maintained PROFITS will be satisfactory to yourself
and to the firm.

YOU HAVE A SCHEDULED BUDGET FOR MARK DOWNS. It is liberal.

You have the authority to use this budget for the three kinds

of mark downs stated above UP TO THE FULL AMOUNTS. Should
you find it advisable, in any month, to exceed the scheduled
amount of markdowns, it will be necessary to get the approval
of the merchandise office. For mark downs in excess of those

stated mean either impairment of profit or a loss on the operation
of your department.

MARK DOWNS MUST BE REPORTED DAILY. At the end of the month,

record the total of your mark downs and keep for comparison and
planning.

THE MAJOR PORTION OF THE MARK DOWNS TAKEN should be used to sell

slowmoving merchandise and thus help your turnover.
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MERCHANDISING AND OPERATING COST

THOUGH EXPENDITURES OTHER THAN FOR MERCHANDISE ARE MAINLY CON-

TROLLED by the management, there are many opportunities for

department managers to cooperate in their supervision.

THE SEVERAL DIVISIONS OF OPERATING EXPENDITURE are listed for

your information:

Administration Occupancy

Executive Office
General Office
Superintendent's Office
General Store

Salaries, taxes,

liability insurance,

telephone, tele-
graph, etc.

Engine Room -heat, light and power
Elevators
Cleaning
Building Repairs
Miscellaneous General Occupancy

Building insurance, rent,

repairs, depreciation,
etc.

Publicity Selling

Advertising
Decorating

Buying

Buyers' Compensation
Receiving Room
Inventory Bureau
Miscellaneous General Buying

Stock insurance, inven-
tory shrinkage, etc.

Salespersons' Compensation
and Selling Supplies
Adjustments
Mail Order
Delivery Room
Automobile Delivery
Miscellaneous General Selling

Counter supplies, inspec-
tors and wrappers, special
delivery, etc.

THE PRINCIPAL SAVINGS that can be effected through your
cooperation are in the following:

Advertising
Special delivery
Light
Selling expense
Buyers' travel
Supplies (paper.

Telegraph
Work Rooms
Inventories
Freight and express
Miscellaneous

twine etc.

)
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NET PROFIT

NET PROFIT IS THE STANDARD USUALLY USED TO MEASURE

MERCANTILE SUCCESS

SUPERVISION OF MARK-UP, MARKDOWNS AND TURNOVER are just as

important as competent selection of merchandise or rigid

control of costs or aggressive selling development.

WHILE NET PROFIT IS NOT the sole objective of business, it

is the one thing that business cannot continue without.

ALL THE REMUNERATION you or your associates can hope to gain

is in proportion to the profits created out of your operation of

the department under your supervision.
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INVENTORY

THE MERCHANDISE THAT YOU BUY is charged to your department

at its retail price. Sales and mark downs are deducted from

the amount charged and the remainder is the amount your inventory

should total

.

DISCREPANCY IN INVENTORY usually comes from one of the following

five causes:
Theft of merchandise by customers
Theft of merchandise by employees
Inclusion of merchandise in inventory for which invoices

have not been charged to the department.

Exclusion of merchandise from inventory for which invoices

have been charged to the department.

Careless handling of mark downs and merchandise transfers.

HOW TO TAKE INVENTORY

ON RECEIVING ADVICE TO TAKE INVENTORY, get your stock into the

best possible condition to facilitate counting and checking.

PREPARE THE NECESSARY QUANTITY OF LISTING SHEETS, having all

uniform and numbered consecutively.

LIST MERCHANDISE ON LISTING SHEETS, allowing one listing sheet

for each shelf, section, table or other unit.

COPY LISTING SHEETS on official inventory sheets. In one column

give particulars so that items may be located when stock is

checked, or for future reference. In this connection a systematic

numbering of shelves and tables will be beneficial.

SEE THAT THE UNIT IN THE QUANTITY COLUMN is the same as the unit

in the price column, e. g. when listing gloves that retail at

$1.00 a pair; 240 gloves at $1.00 is correct, but 20 doz. gloves

at $1.00 is incorrect.

IT IS ESSENTIAL that every markdown and merchandise transfer be

turned in before inventory is closed. Also, that your invoice

file be carefully gone over, noting on each individual invoice

and release whether or not it is included in inventory.
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USE OF ADVERTISING SPACE

PLAN YOUR ADVERTISING as if you were doing it as proprietor

of your own business. Savings made in the expenditure of

advertising funds without sacrifice of essential publicity,

show up as net profit later on.

HAVE THE COURAGE TO TELL THE TRUTH about your goods. It is

much more interesting than any fiction you could employ.

THE DAYS OF SPELLBINDING ADVERTISING have passed. Exaggeration

or misrepresentation is offensive to the reader's intelligence,

detrimental to the creation of good-will and reflects unfavorably

upon honorable business practice.

WHEN YOU HAVE A BIG EVENT, furnish the advertising department

with an idea of your requirements in advance and request

sufficient space to accomplish your purpose.

REMEMBER at the same time, that habitual shouting deafens others

and makes one's voice too hoarse to be heard. Extravagant and

continual use of large newspaper space may blind readers' eyes

and dull their appetite for what you have to say.

THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT UNDERTAKES to express suitably to

the public the impression about your goods which it is desirable

to convey.

YOU, who bought the merchandise, are best qualified to set down

on paper for the use of the advertising department the salient

facts and features about your wares

.
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DISPLAY

LOOK AT WINDOW DISPLAY FROM THE CUSTOMERS' POINT OF VIEW.

Plan merchandise for the window to appeal to the man or

woman outside the window.

SEE THAT YOUR BETTER MERCHANDISE is shown along with the

regular line. If a person passes a window often and sees

there constantly the same priced merchandise, two things

happen; he grows tired of looking at the windov/, he judges
the price line of the store by that price standard only.

If this constantly displayed merchandise is of the lowest

price carried, the customer gains the impression that only
merchandise of a cheaper grade is carried. This is par-
ticularly dangerous in style lines because it undermines

the customer's confidence in you as an authority on style.

YOUR REGULAR LINE should be used as the basis of your display
and your better merchandise to interest the public and keep
their confidence in the variety of your assortment.

WHEN YOUR INEXPENSIVE MERCHANDISE IS DISPLAYED, see that it

is done as attractively as if it were your regular line. Do

not press too much merchandise upon the display manager. He

cannot accomplish good results with overcrowded windows.

TOO MANY THINGS IN THE WINDOW, except in certain staple lines,

are confusing and give the impression that nothing is of much
value. To make each article look as if the seller thought it

important makes it desirable. Sale windows are a possible
exception to this rule. They may be arranged to look full with
view to suggesting satisfaction of customers' needs in quantity
at a low price.

IF YOU WANT YOUR MERCHANDISE DISPLAYED ATTRACTIVELY, help the

display manager to select merchandise whose colors harmonize.

A window whose merchandise is harmonious as to color inspires
interest and confidence to the same degree that an inharmonious
one creates their opposite.

COOPERATE WITH THE DISPLAY MANAGER. You and he are working
together for the same purpose, to sell your merchandise.
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COOPERATION WITH THE MERCHANDISE OFFICE

FIRST OF ALL, the merchandise office is anxious to cooperate

with you, and is sincerely interested in your asking questions

and giving the opportunity of explaining all statistics which

are issued from there and the methods of obtaining these figures.

WHEN BUYING MERCHANDISE, make out an order on our own order blank

at the time purchase is made, giving a description of the merchan-

dise and all details as to the date of delivery, terms and method

of shipment, total of order, etc. Sign and enter the completed

order in your *black book, bringing the order and book to the mer-

chandise office for approval. Under ordinary circumstances orders

are mailed to the address of the supplier and not given to the

road salesman.

A MARGIN OF 10% variation in total amount purchased is allowed

on market trips but if it is found that the appropriation author-

ized is insufficient beyond this point, wire for instructions,

giving an explanation to guide in making increased appropriation.

Do not sign or use suppliers' order blanks at any time, and when

in market give the original copy of the order to your supplier in

order to avoid any controversy regarding price or terms.

EACH WEEK you are given a stock report. Enter these figures on

the sheet provided for the purpose in your *black book. This then

constitutes a permanent record for your convenient reference.

Pocket size, ring-binder books carried by all department

managers and containing records of sales, stocks, mark-

downs and other vital statistics; also a sheet giving the

buying appropriation for the month, on which orders are

entered and deducted from the balance available for

purchase.
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COOPERATION WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE

AFTER YOUR MERCHANDISE IS BOUGHT and in the store, consider the

second big factor in the success of your department. This is the
efficiency of your organization.

THE TWO IMPORTANT ELEMENTS in the effective organization of your
department are: a strong, cooperative selling unit; smooth con-
nection with the service departments in the store.

CLOSE COOPERATION with the superintendent's office in the develop-
ment of the people under your direction into a TEAM pulling with
YOU, is vital. Working with it to insure the provision and
maintenance of adequate equipment and supplies, signs and special
help for sales, and other elements necessary to smoothly-running
service in your department is vital also. Both are essential to

the aggressive selling formation that speeds up YOUR TURNOVER.

COOPERATE WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE BY seeing that the

people in your department are punctual. By being punctual is

meant not only being on time in the morning or being back on time
from lunch, but being punctual in having stock dusted, arranged
and displayed at a certain time to be able to concentrate on the
most important duty, namely serving customers.

HELP TO see that the appearance of the people under your direction
is suitable for their work.

ENCOURAGE SUGGESTIVE SELLING and do your part in developing it.

WORK WITH the superintendent's office in planning special sales
events, in making sure that you will have the extra salespeople
you will need, and that orders for signs have been placed far
enough in advance to insure their being in place on the morning
of the event.

SUGGEST to the superintendent's office effective displays, changes
in arrangement, improvements in system or personnel which your
best judgment tells you would be at once beneficial to your de-
partment and harmonious with the interests of the store as a

whole.
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COOPERATION WITH THE MAIN OFFICE

THERE ARE THREE WAYS to enable the main office to give you
quick, accurate service.

SUPERVISE YOUR INVOICES to make sure that

Terms and discounts are correctly stated

Release forms are used in absence of invoices

Bills are signed and put through immediately

Claims are promptly made out for returned merchandise

SUPERVISE TRANSACTIONS OF SALESPEOPLE to eliminate

Illegible saleschecks

Inaccurate saleschecks

GIVE THE OFFICE MANAGER promptly all communications relating
to the store's accounts with suppliers or customers.
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COOPERATION WITH THE CREDIT OFFICE

HELP THE CREDIT OFFICE in the following ways to give your cus-
tomers the service you want them to have.

IN GRANTING CREDIT

Have the credit office interview all customers desiring to

open accounts or applying for credit.

CREDIT TERMS

Assure your customers of a uniform credit policy, by letting

the credit department decide upon all terms of settlement.

CHARGE TRANSACTIONS

Have EVERY charge authorized before the merchandise is given

to the customer.

MISCELLANEOUS

Have all complaints or inquiries relating to the payment of

a customer's account reported promptly to the credit office,

unless merchandise has been purchased on the WILL CALL plan.
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